MaaS360 and iOS

A comprehensive guide to Apple iOS
Management
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"Apple’s unified management framework in iOS gives
you the best of both worlds: IT is able to configure,
manage, and secure devices and control the
corporate data flowing through them, while at the
same time users are empowered to do great work
with the devices they love to use.”
-Apple Business “Managing Devices and Corporate Data on iOS” Guide
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Types of iOS Management
“Supervision gives your organization more control
over the iOS, iPadOS, and tvOS devices you own,
allowing restrictions such as disabling AirDrop or
Apple Music, or placing the device in Single App
Mode. It also provides additional device
configurations and features, so you can do things
like silently install apps and filter web usage via a
global proxy, to ensure that users’ web traffic stays
within the organization’s guidelines.
By default, iOS, iPadOS, and tvOS devices are not
supervised. You can, however, set up devices as
supervised prior to activation (before Setup
Assistant first appears on a new or fully erased
device)…”
-Apple Business Manager User Guide
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iOS supports 3 “styles” of management that will
determine the MDM capabilities on the device.
Standard – an out-of-the-box device with no additional
configurations. Would be enrolled over-the-air via a Safari
URL or the MaaS360 agent.
Supervised – Supervision unlocks the full management
capabilities available on iOS. Can be automated via the
Apple streamlined enrollment program or enabled manually
via Apple configurator. Supervision of an existing device
always requires a factory restore.
User Enrollment – new on iOS 13. Creates a user profile
with limited device management capabilities. Coming to
MaaS360 mid-2020.
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Prerequisites
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Prerequisites
To manage iOS devices, Apple requires an Apple Push Notification service (APNs) certificate.
MaaS360 has a wizard to walk you through the process of obtaining this certificate.
•

Safari, Chrome and Firefox web browsers are recommended for this straightforward process,
which usually takes less than 5 minutes to complete.

•

Detailed step by instructions are available here.

•

It is strongly recommended that an Apple ID registered to the organization be used, and not an
ID belonging to an individual. If a personal Apple ID is used, and the person leaves (rendering it
inaccessible), a replacement Apple ID will be required, which can result in devices losing
communication with MaaS360, resulting in a manual re-enrollment scenario.

The setup and annual renewal of an APNs certificate is an Apple requirement, which is performed
via the MaaS360 console. There are no end user steps required when a certificate is renewed.
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Getting Started: Basics and Terminology
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What is Apple Business Manager?

What is Apple School Manager?

“Apple Business Manager is a simple, web-based
portal for IT administrators to deploy iPhone,
iPad, iPod touch, Apple TV, and Mac computers all
from one place. When used with your mobile device
management (MDM) solution, you can configure
device settings and buy and distribute apps”

Apple School Manager is a simple, web-based
portal for IT administrators to deploy iPhone,
iPad, iPod touch, Apple TV, and Mac computers all
from one place. When used with your mobile device
management (MDM) solution, you can configure
device settings and buy and distribute apps”

-Apple Business Manager User Guide

-Apple School Manager User Guide
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For organizations that will be utilizing Apple School
Manager, or Apple Business Manager, enrollment is
required:
Apple School Manager or Apple Business Manager
and work with reseller(s) to ensure devices (existing,
or new orders going forward), are flagged as eligible
for enrollment
Apple Support Resources for
Apple Business Manager

Apple Support Resources for
Apple School Manager

Sign in to Apple Business Manager

Sign in to Apple School Manager

Apple Business Manager Getting
Started Guide

Apple School Manager User Guide

Apple Business Manager User Guide
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Key terminology
iOS devices can be enrolled in MaaS360 manually,
converted to supervised status using Apple Configurator
2 software, or supervised over-the-air using Apple’s
streamlined enrollment programs. The method by which
a device is enrolled is largely determined by ownership,
where devices procured by the organization are eligible
for enrollment with supervision, and devices that are
personally owned by an end user are enrolled manually
without supervision.

– Supervised/supervision A
deeper level of management
for organizationally owned
devices that provides
additional functionality
– Apple Business Manager
(ABM) and Apple School
Manager (ASM) Apple’s
streamlined enrollment
programs that facilitates
over the air enrollment of
organizationally owned
devices
– Volume Purchase Program
(VPP) Part of Apple’s
deployment programs that
allows administrators to
procure licenses for free or
paid applications from the
iTunes App Store, and
deploy via MaaS360
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Other terms
–

Apple Configurator (AC)/Apple
Configurator 2 (AC2) Software
available on macOS devices that
allows for an iOS device to be
supervised by tethering to the
computer. Also allows for
conversion to ABM supervised
for future over the air
management

–

Profile A management profile is
the piece installed on a device
either interactive or silently
(depending on management
style), to deliver policy payloads
and configurations. The profile
is what manages the device
through MaaS360

–

Device Enrollment Program
(DEP) & Apple for Education
Legacy names for Apple’s
deployment programs, often
used interchangeably with ABM
and ASM
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Outlined here are
some of the key
differentiators
between ABM/ASM
supervised, AC2
supervised, and
manually enrolled iOS
devices.

Apple Business/School
Manager Supervision

Apple Configurator 2
Supervision

Devices owned by the
Business or Educational
Institution

Devices owned by the
Business or Educational
Institution, but are not added
to ABM/ASM

– Profile is installed over the
air by integrating MaaS360
with ABM/ASM portal
– Provisions devices from
start up to force enrollment
automatically and create a
streamlined enrollment
experience
– Admin must create an
Apple account and work
with reseller to add devices
to Apple portal prior to
enrolling
– Devices must be wiped to
factory settings if already
activated
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– Profile can be locked so
that user cannot remove
management

– Admin must have access to
macOS device to install
AC2 app
– Devices must be tethered
physically to macOS device
– Devices must be wiped to
factory settings if already in
use
– Allows for supervision of
devices that may not be
eligible for ABM/ASM
– Provides ability to convert
devices on iOS 11+ to ABM
account, for over the air
management going forward

Manual Enrollment
Devices are owned by the end
user or cannot be supervised
for some reason
– End user must interact with
the device to install the
profile during enrollment.
They can remove profile at
any time.
– Provides more user
focused settings for
management, in order to
protect privacy and prevent
too much control from
being granted over a
consumer device.
– If devices are truly
organizationally owned,
there are fewer policy
options available, which
may prevent a business or
educational institution from
gaining the level of
management they are
looking for
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Apple Volume
Purchase Program
The Apple Volume
Purchase Program (VPP) is
part of Apple’s
deployment programs. It
is accessible within the
ABM or ASM portal. It
provides additional
benefits for supervised
devices but can be
leveraged on nonsupervised devices as
well. Instructions for
integrating Apple VPP with
MaaS360 can be found
here.
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General Benefits
– Allows administrators to
purchase bulk licenses for
paid public applications, to
avoid end user prompt for
payment.
– Syncs via token in the
MaaS360 portal, so license
quantities are kept up to
date.
– Apps can be automatically
imported into the MaaS360
app catalog via VPP token,
once licenses are obtained
in ABM/ASM portal.

Supervised Benefits
– Deploy and install apps
silently with no end-user
interaction
– Device-based licensing
means public applications
can be installed without an
Apple ID configured on the
device.
– Silently “take over” user
install apps to make them
managed.
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Deployment Profile
The deployment profile for streamlined enrollment needs to be assigned to devices prior to activation (or
wipe, in the case of a device that was previously in use). This profile handles the supervision of the
device (all devices on 13+ will be supervised automatically, regardless of options selected), along with
requiring enrollment, locking the profile, and skipping any startup items that the admin may not want to
present to the end user.

For complete instructions on creating and managing profiles, view the Apple DEP Setup Guide .in our Security Learning Academy
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Getting Started: Integrating MaaS360 with
Apple’s Deployment Programs
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Why Is Setup Required?
MaaS360 account must be integrated with Apple
services* in order to take advantage of all they have
to offer.
This bind comes in the form of “tokens.” There are
unique tokens for VPP (apps) and DEP (enrollment).
Much like the APNS these must be renewed
annually and failure to renew in a timely fashion
could cause service interruptions.
These tokens provides communication between
MaaS360/Apple accounts and facilitates the
streamlined deployment of devices and
applications.

Setup Instructions:
Integrate with Apple Business Manager
Integrate with Appl School Manager
Integrate with Volume Purchase Program

*This is different from the APNs certificate, which is a
prerequisite for all iOS MDM management, regardless of the
extra features and services being utilized.
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Need more information?

Check out our resources in the Security Learning
Academy!

Videos
Device Enrollment
Program (DEP)
Configuration
Integrating with Apple's
Volume Purchase Program
(VPP)
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Documentation
Apple DEP Setup Guide
Apple for Education
Setup Guide
Apple VPP Setup Guide
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Getting Started: Deployment Settings
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Deployment Settings

Once the APNs prerequisite is met,
any iOS device can enroll based on a
MaaS360 account’s deployment
settings. After integrating with Apple’s
deployment programs, the
administrator can review the
advanced Apple settings and
determine what may apply to their
use case.
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Deployment Settings
Many properties are enabled by default in the advanced settings, under Advanced
Management for Apple Devices. Some may not apply to all customer use cases. For
example, “Deploy Apps and Configurations to devices enrolling without
authentication…” will only apply to customers that are not assigning users to their iOS
devices.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Deployment Settings
Setup > Settings > Device Enrollment Settings > Enrollment Programs
Here admins can configure integration with Apple Configurator and
Apple Device Enrollment Program

Deployment Settings

Devices that are to be enrolled
manually, using Safari or the
MaaS360 agent, can be self enrolled
by whomever holds the device, and
authentication will depend on
MaaS360 administrator settings.
Admin can also configure settings to
send an enrollment request with one
time use passcode.
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Deployment Settings
Devices enrolling into MaaS360 via streamlined
enrollment programs will prompt for enrollment
automatically during the activation assistant. The
administrator may or may not require end user
authentication. If the end user will authenticate,
they will use either local or corporate credentials
(utilizing directory integration or SAML).

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Enrollment: Manual Enrollment
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Enrollment: Manual
The most common scenario for manual
enrollment is BYOD, although there may be
other situations where a device will manually
enroll, such as when the device does not
meet DEP eligibility and cannot be converted
through Apple Configurator 2, either because
the admin does not have access to a mac, or
because the device is not on iOS 11+, etc.
The end user will either self-enroll or receive
an enrollment request from the MaaS360
administrator. During the enrollment
process, the end user will be prompted to
install the profile (requires multiple screen
taps), and then install the MaaS360
application (which is not required for basic
MDM functionality).
iOS MDM Enrollment Instructions
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Enrollment: Streamlined
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Enrollment: Streamlined
Streamlined Enrollment via Apple Business or School Manager means that the device is provisioned
for MDM enrollment during activation. This is based on profile assignment in the MaaS360 portal. The
user will experience the activation assistant based on profile settings and skip items, and, upon
successful enrollment, will receive apps, docs, policy configurations, etc.

iOS DEP Enrollment Guide
IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Apple Configurator 2
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Apple Configurator 2
Apple Configurator 2 is a free first party software product that runs
exclusively on macOS. It is capable of enrolling devices directly in to
MaaS360, as well as enabling non-DEP devices to be DEP enrolled.
Instructions on the various enrollment types can be found in our
Knowledge Center.

For more information about Apple Configurator, and its
capabilities, please visit the Apple documentation at
https://support.apple.com/apple-configurator

Non-DEP to DEP Conversion
iOS devices that are on iOS 11+ can be converted to DEP by tethering to a macOS device, and then using the
Apple Configurator 2 application. This allows an administrator to DEP enable devices that were previously
unqualified (due to purchase path or similar reasons) or add devices that were previously disowned to be
added back into Apple Business Manager.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

View complete instructions here
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Device View
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Actions that function the same on both
supervised and unsupervised devices:

Device Actions for
iOS devices vary
based on
supervision status.
Detailed definitions
of device actions
can be found here.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

•

Lock

•

Reset Passcode

•

Wipe

•

Change Policy

•

Change Ruleset

•

Distribute App

•

Selective Wipe

•

Initiate Airplay

•

Enable Debug Mode

•

Release App Licenses

•

Request data refresh

Unique supervised actions:
•

Reset Restrictions

•

Set Device Name

•

Clear Activation Lock

•

Mark Device as Lost

•

Assign User

•

Restart Device

•

Shut Down Device
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Policy
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Both supervised and unsupervised feature sets exist within the
same policy. Devices enrolled with supervision will receive device
settings, advanced settings, and supervised settings.
Unsupervised devices will not receive anything configured within
supervised settings.
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Within the policy itself, any OS version dependencies will be highlighted
along the right-hand side in a gray box. Newer iOS features may only be
available on more recent OS versions, while older features may be
deprecated.
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App Lock and Application
Compliance
In App Lock, the supervised device is
locked to a single application.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

In Application Compliance, the supervised device
displays only apps that are distributed via the app
catalog (if applicable property is selected),
whitelisted (explicitly), or hide those apps on the
blacklist. Note: The Phone and Settings apps can
not be hidden.
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Home Screen Layout
This feature allows admins to
customize the app layout on the home
screen of supervised iOS devices. Just
add/remove apps, create folders, and
drag them to the preferred locations.
A few notes to keep in mind:
• Apps removed from home screen
layout are not removed from the
device. They must still be
blacklisted.
•

Devices come with various screen
sizes that can impact the number
of apps shown on the screen. Final
results may vary

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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Policies can be overwhelming for those new to iOS management.
There are a lot of options and many can have unintended
consequences on devices. Please refer to our Knowledge Center
for more information on individual feature sets.
MaaS360 has also implemented “tool tips” in
the portal for clarification on certain policy
features. These are available now for the iOS
Restrictions and Supervised Restrictions

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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App Management
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App Sources – iOS
apps can come
from a few
different sources
and are generally
more regulated
than other
platforms.
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iOS App Store

Enterprise apps

Public apps are available to all users
(though availability may vary by
region).

Uploaded to MaaS360 in a .IPA file
format.

B2B apps are sold privately to an
organization and are not public. They
must be distributed via VPP sync.
Public apps may be installed “silently”
with no user interaction, or Apple ID
configuration, if they have VPP codes,
and the device is supervised.
Apps can update automatically when a
new version is available in the app
store. Admins do not need to take
action.

In almost every scenario this will be
an in-house app developed for
internal use. Public apps or sales
from 3rd party organizations are
required to go through app store
channels
May require provisioning profile.
These expire and when it is time to
update the new profile must be
pushed with a new version of the app.
Developers may publish as ad-hoc or
in-house before uploading to
MaaS360. Ad hoc will limit who can
install the app, while in-house allows
for unlimited installs.
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Application Management
App Management has
different capabilities
depending on
supervised status and
app distribution type.

All iOS Devices

Supervised iOS Devices

-Admin can distribute public or

– Support silent installation of
public iTunes apps with no
user interaction (Supervised +
VPP license + device-based
license + install automatically)

enterprise apps.

-Enterprise Apps can be silently
installed.
-MaaS360 can take over
management of public app
installed by a different source.
-VPP Licenses can be obtained for
free or paid applications.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation

– MaaS360 can silently take
over management of public
app installed by a different
source (user will be prompted
if device is unsupervised)
– Public iTunes apps can be
installed without the need of
an Apple ID (when distributed
with device-based VPP
licenses)
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App Config and OEMConfig
App Config is a community of like-minded UEM
solutions and app developers that jointly produced
app configuration standards to answer the frequent
question: How do we add security to apps without
committing to individual product SDK/API sets?
Visit the App Config community to learn
more about supported apps and
participating developers: appconfig.org

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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App Config
App config is automatically
enabled for apps that
support them.
– Configuration options
available vary by app.
– App config settings are
universal for every user.

IBM Security / © 2019 IBM Corporation
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App Distribution
App distribution contains a lot of moving parts and can appear far more
complex than it really is - For a more in-depth overview of the catalog
and its capabilities, visit our knowledge center for complete
instructional information.

IBM MaaS360 and iOS

Frequently Asked Questions
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Do I have to wipe to my device
in order to enroll in MaaS360?

While a wipe is not required to enroll in MaaS360 manually, if you have a device that is currently in
use and you would like to use streamlined enrollment, you will need to factory restore that device.
The profile assignment takes place during the activation wizard when devices are communicating
with Apple servers. If that step has taken place already, a wipe will be necessary.

I have supervised my iOS devices Can I prevent my users from disabling
location services now?

Even on supervised iOS devices, the end user has control over whether location services are enabled or
not. MaaS360 has the ability to report on whether these services have been disabled. In addition, for
supervised devices Apple provides the ability to leverage Lost Mode via the MaaS360 portal. When a
device is marked as lost, the onboard location services are forced to report as long as the device is
online and connected. The admin can display a message and shut down background activity until the
device is marked as found again.

Do I have to use VPP? We don’t have any
corporate applications for our users.

The Volume Purchase Program isn’t required, but it is helpful. The program can be leveraged for free or paid
applications, and this includes the MaaS360 suite of apps. Our MaaS360 for iOS application handles
functions like location services, jailbreak detection, and messages. You can obtain free licenses for our app
via VPP and ensure that each enrolled device receives the installation, and any subsequent updates,
automatically and silently. When using VPP with supervised devices and device-based licensing, it’s not even
necessary for users to sign into the iTunes App Store.

Do I have to assign a user? These are
shared devices that won’t have user
specific configurations or assignments.

The assignment of a user isn’t necessary, but there are settings that need to be enabled in the
MaaS360 portal in order to ensure that all distributions and assignments are sent to the
devices appropriately. In addition, any ”user” based configurations (like WiFi, VPN, etc.) and
document distributions require a user assignment. Lastly, it’s encouraged that the MaaS360
admin consider the inventory impact; when a user is not assigned, all devices initially report
as “iPhone, iPad, etc.” sometimes making it difficult to keep track. Instead of skipping user
assignment, many admins will choose to assign more generic usernames for asset and
inventory tracking purposes (i.e. IBM iPad 4, Blue Bell Kiosk 7, On Call Nurse’s iPhone, Driver
Route 47, etc.).

I’ve decided to change the
iTunes Apple ID that was used
for the APNs certificate. How
can I do this?

This is possible with assistance from MaaS360 support, however it is important that the admin is
aware of the impact. Changing the Apple ID associated with the APNs certificate typically
requires re-enrollment of all previously enrolled iOS and macOS devices. Customers may choose
to contact Apple to see if this change can be made without re-enrollment, but this varies and is
not something that MaaS360 can determine. If you need to change your APNs Apple ID for some
reason, you can contact MaaS360 support to enable this capability or provide additional
information for you to forward to Apple directly.

Do I have to use the MaaS360 app
to track location?

In short, yes, the MaaS360 app needs to be installed and opened regularly in order to collect location
information. But, this is no different than any other iOS application that is collecting location data. In the
iOS operating system, location services permissions are granted on a per app basis.

We have distributed apps using
VPP licenses, but users are still
being prompted for Apple IDs.
What went wrong?

There are a few different configurations that can cause this issue.
First – ensure that there are enough VPP licenses for all of the distributions
Second – double check that the apps are distributed with device-based licenses by navigating to
Apps>Catalog>More>Manage Distributions. Sort to display iOS public apps and verify that the distribution explicitly lists
the distribution as a device-based license.
Finally – make sure that all apps distributed to the device match these configurations. If even a single app is not devicebased, it can hold up other app installs while the system starts a queue and waits for the user to enter an Apple ID

Our iOS devices are already deployed,
but we want to enroll via DEP. The
enrollment isn’t completing when our
users restore from a backup, what can
we do?

This is a complicated situation, because there are multiple factors that determine whether this can be
accomplished or not. The two biggest determining factors are the serial number of the device
completing backup/restore, and whether the device is already MDM managed at the time of backup. In
general, if a device is not MDM managed at the time of backup, and the serial number of the device
restoring is the same as the serial number of the device that backed up, the DEP enrollment will not
complete.

